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THE MAGIC MIRROR, AN OCCULT TELEVISION SET War Ma. Cox, The. enchoz,ed aAttdte Aelatet The itepi tnvotved In 
the tnventbon by rneani 0(j Ae-dtieoveny of a veAy trnpontant Link between eonventtonat AeaLLty and anothen-AeatLty, 
on aipeet of neaLbty whteh ihoutd be of gAeat tnteAut to youA neadeu,.. My wonk on the Apotto, Skytab and l/enai- 
Ptoneen pnognamz, eonbtantty bnÄngi me tnto eontaet wtth otheA engtneeu, AcÄenttitb and oitAonaate, Tn a fAee ex- 
ehange of tdeu. Off the Aeeond tt pAovtdei many pteeu of the jtgiaiw pazzte, when fttted togetheA wtLh futfält 
the pAomüe of the AqaaAtan Age beyond oua wttdeit dAeamt>. VeAy tAuJLy youAA, 'Donat.d P. Bennett, Innen. PLeneb 
Company, a iabntdtaAy of I.P.C. BeLbf-toweA, CattfoAnta.
Every legend or myth has a kernel of truth behind it...if we can figure out what the ancients were trying to do 
with their -- perhaps — primitive means, we might do it better. This was predicted by Arthur C. Clarke in his 
Science fiction Story, "Childhood's End," with his ball-bearing Ouija board.
...It was decided to attempt to analyze, scientifically, the functional intent and possible theoretical objective 
of tile medieval magic mirror, to see if perhaps, an occult TV or window into the metaphysical "other worid" might 
result. Sources were consulted which quoted instructions from a manuscript dating back to the Dark Ages on how to 
make a magic mirror. The question was asked, "Considering the materials available at the time, and assuming that 
there is a highly advanced, rational intelligence behind this, what was he trying to make?"
The question remained unanswered until one more assumption was added. "Assume this manuscript had been through 
several blind translations by people who had no idea of the technical content, but were merely conversant with the 
two languages involved." This turned out to be the key. If "hollow" were substituted for "concave" and one of the 
new optical coating materials and techniques were substituted for "pitch" the whole thing began to make sense to a 
theoretical physicist.
It was obviously an optical Instrument, but the most bizarre optical Instrument ever created. It was an Instrument 
designed for looking at... nothing! At least, nothing material. No matter, no energy could be seen if the device 
worked as the design clearly implied.' The theoretical physicist found himself confronting a blank wall in the an- 
alysis. There was one possibility however. The analysis of any optical device must include the eye of the viewer, 
with its lens, iris, etc. Generally, the human eye is regarded as a short focal length camera with central color 
sensitivity and peripheral black-and-white response. Although color television uses three color channels for the 
three primary hues, Dr. Edwin Land, president of Polaroid Corp., has shown that color sense perception is not neces- 
sarily dependent on the detection of primary colors. In his demonstration of the "optical fulcrum" he showed that 
one black-and-white channel and one monochromatic channel contain sufficient information to enable a human to see in 
full color. No one knows how, but it seems evident that at least two different — and perhaps even conflicting-- 
theories of Vision work in actual practice.
A Ph.D. in experimental psychology specializing in sensory perception was consulted. He was working on the Apollo 
Moon Landing program. He recalled that early in the program a series of experiments were conducted, which by coin- 
cidence, approached the conditions suggested by the physical analysis of the Instrument. The results were bizarre, 
weird. There were reports of marching armies of insect-like creatures. Since this had nothing to do with the moon 
landing effort, scientists concentrated on trying to get rid of what was, to them, a distracting annoyance and dis- 
missed the matter from their minds. One now has to wonder if in their haste to reach the moon these scientists
overlooked an even more interesting worid?
Fürther investigation among authoritative sources in the related fields of transcendental meditation, clinical psy
chology, tarot, kabbala, ceremonial magic and sensory research led to independent experiments verifying the valid- 
ity of the magic mirror. One such experiment involved introspection, an old tool used by experimental psycholo- 
gists. Introspection can be a very powerful tool in the hands of a trained investigator, since it is the only means 
by which the human mind can be studied directly, all other methods being indirect and sub.ject to observational, des- 
criptive and Communications errors. Unfortunately, the method requires years of strict mental and physical disci- 
pline, and meaningful experiments are difficult to devise. In this particular experiment, however, it wasn't neces
sary to devise a test. Nature provid’ed~the experiment: All the experimenter had to do was to use his years of 
training and preparation to observe what was happening, and to appreciate the significance of what was to be ob- 
served. Here's what happened:
The experimenter had just completed a Session of meditation which transitioned into sleep. He had a dream simi- 
lar to the secret agent, TV, movie plot. A man hurries down a dirt road in a wooded area toward a small buiiding,
(continued on page 3)
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Mount Shasta. Calif.MT. SHASTA - A PLACE OF PROMISE

| Fourth
| Dimension
I Reachout
S Bill Cox
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(Part two
Could this contraction and expansion be the amount of time the earth requires for one 
Inhalation and exhalation of breath?

The earth is an entity in space as we are entities in the society of human beings, and it has 
a type of consciousness of its own as we do. No thing exists or endures that does not have in it 
the essence of Holy Spirit, or God. Our earth is happy or grief-stricken over what takes place 
on its surface in its own eiementa! way.

Because the foregoing has been of a mystical or spiritual nature, we learn something about 
Mt. Shasta and its immediate environment. From a Forest Service report, I quote the 
following:

1. Mt. Shasta is the fallest mountain in California and one ofthe highest mountains in the 
world from its plain—3,500 to 14,161 feet in one sweep.

2. It has the largest and longest living glaciers in California.
3. The mountain is an open book of geology, animal life and all forest zones, from alpine 

meadow to lowland forest.
4. Mt. Shasta is often visited by famous explorers and naturalists from around the world.
5. lt is a focal point of great Indian, religious and spiritual legends.
6. Nowhere in the world do we find comparable Stands of Shasta Red Fir. It is the home of 

the Shasta Lily, Shasta Knotwood, Hydromanthes Shastense Salamander and the only 
known nesting area in California of Hepburn’s Rosey Finch.

In several hikes up the slopes of our mountain, I have sometimespaused when I reacheda 
certain place for I sensed changes in the atmosphere, a different “feel” there. It was silence, 
a quietude of great transcendental Impact. Not a tree-branch moved; not a single squirrel 
scampered; no leafstirred. There were no signs of birds in flight. Itseemed as though all life 
ceased to breathe . . so still. I wondered if these places were once the locale where ancients 
prayed, meditated. Did they worship Godas they drew into themselves Mt. Shasta's invisible 
power. Was this where they communed with God, received from Hirn the strength and 
wisdom to radiate into the world of men the blessings these masters had received? As I 
stood orknelton these spots lytoo, wishedto indraw Cosmic rays and God-powerto help me 
to serve Hirn and humanity.

Are there hidden Underground cities lined with gold and precious jewels deep within our 
mountain, as some writers teil us? I do not know. I have not glimpsed them, if they exist, 
though I believe it to be true, for Jesus said, “To him that believeth, all things are possible."

Is Mt. Shasta a “sacred" mountain? Yes, in the same sense that all things are sacred, and 
He has created all that is. How then, can one mountain be more sacred than another, or 
church, or person, or one more anything be so? All of God’s Creations are sacred. Sacred 
means, among other definitions, to hold inviolate, not to be profaned. To me this is the way 
all things should be cherished as gifts from God; to be held in respect and guarded against 
unnecessary destruction or desecration. Let each entity live in its own rhythm and time of 
release from the cycle of life. I hold all things sacred as having been created by the love that 
created me, therefore I love all things, anrmate or inanimate, though I love some in a 
different way than others.

I love Mt. Shasta, its grandeur. the snow and rain, its co/d and heat, the weird cloud 
formations, the rapid and violent storms. I love its brilliant light and deep. darkening 
shadows; its disciplinary harshness, and tender forebearance. I love the mountain with a 
love which fills me with joy. I live in its radiant embrace.
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MT. SHASTA, REAL AND UNREAL
Mt. Shasta, one of the earth’s most sacred and pow
erfui energy points, according to metaphysicians 
and their students, beckons a variety of tourists, 
sportsmen and spiritual seekers on the path. The 
14,000 foot high, snow covered mountain seems to 
be all things to all people. Even the interdimensional 
Beings purportedly living inside occasionally touch 
Outsiders changing their lifestyle in a trice. Some of 
the mountain’s inner tenants are reported to be the 
last traces of the ancient Lemurian race.

One bit of writing supporting this point of view was 
published in 1931, and authored by the late WisharS. 
Cerve (H. Spencer Lewis), leader of the San Jose 
(AMORC) Rosicrucian movement. The writer 
claimed a Lemurian temple or citadel once occupied 
Mt. Shasta’s eastern side.

Legend suggests that Big-Foot or Sasquatch-Iike 
“Shupchers” giants in times past were seen to roam 
the mountain, attacking innocent victims and carry- 
ing them away to some horribie and unknown fate.

Frederick Spencer Oliver, eighteen year old, au
tomatic writing medium in 1883, channeled through 
the story of PHYLOS, (Dweller on Two Planets), the 
Thibetan, a many times reincarnated Atlantean was 
reportedly shown a hidden portal to the mountain’s 
interior. “Phylos,” the book suggests, was led there 
by a mystic or adept representing some secret Or
der.

Around 1935, repeated investigations by skeptics 
failed to turn up any clues to substantiate Lewis’ and 
Oliver’s Claims. Four years later, “I AM” cult leader, 
Guy Warren Ballard (Godfre Ray King), stated he 
encountered the legendary, Count St. Germain on 
the mountainside. Ballard referred to St. Germain, 
and Beings in like consciousness as “Ascended 
Masters,” entities who had presumably ascended 
from their earthly existence into heaven free of ag- 
ing, illness and dying. Sources say Ballard was cre- 
mated in Los Angeles following his death in 1939.

Writers over the past forty years have delved into 
the mountain’s mysterious history, either with first- 
person experiences or first-hand witness reports. 
They have contributed their share toward exciting a 
renewed interest in the Mt. Shasta legend. Strange 
pulsating and undulating lights have appeared at 
night, flickering above and around the mountain’s 
snowy peak they write. Observers have associated 
these sightings with the UFO phenomenon. One has 
to wonder at the frequency and intensity of testimo- 
nials supporting Mt. Shasta’s ever-recurring enig- 
mas.

I have visited the holy mountain on several occa- 
sions. I see different approaches to the mysteries 
described here, and other possibilities. One can 
consider the various levels of consciousness in- 
volved. Earthy or intellectuaHy inclined people enjoy 
the mountain’s natural beauty. As with most visitors 
they stand in awe of Mt. Shasta’s pristine beauty, 
frigid forms, colors and free-flowing recreation 
found there. Deeply intuitional visitors, being open 
to other kinds of impressions indulge in Mt. Shasta’s 
awesome presence and become fully absorbed in 
her profound silence. If powerfui energies or intelli- 
gences abound there perhaps these people are 
quicker to tune into her subtle vibrations.

In my own trips to Mt. Shasta, l've seen some 
incredibly beautiful and uncommon heavenly dis- 
plays, both during the day and at night. When we 
look we may not always see all activity, but we can 
often feel beyond the ränge of visibility, and this 
phenomenon alone presents a most compelling 
case for Mt. Shasta’s astonishing, mystical power.
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ELOPTIC RADIATION AND THE HIERONYMUS ANALYZER. ■ ."OUR BEST RESULTS TO DATE HAVE BEEN WITH AN EXACT COPY OF THE PATENT. THEREFORE WE 
SUGGEST THAT ANYONE WISHING TO EXPERIMENT WITH ELOPTIC RADIATION SHOULD BUILD THAT PARTICULAR UNIT. (THE ORIGINAL PATENT AT THE U.S. 
PATENT OFFICE: #2,482,773 CAN BE PURCHASED FOR .509.) "IT IS MY BELIEF," SAYS STEPHEN GIBSON, OF GIBSON ENGINEERING, 547 NO. BEECH- 
WOOD DRIVE, LOS ANGELES, CALIF 90004, "THE HIERONYMUS ANALYZER NEEDS SOME KIND OF A METER. BECAUSE THE OPERATOR IS AN INTEGRAL PART 
OF THE MACHINE, ONE MUST NOT RULE OUT METERING THE HUMAN BODY ITSELF. WE HAVE EXPLORED VARIED BRAINWAVE AND GSR METHODS. OF COURSE 
THE IDEAL SOLUTION WOULD SUGGEST NO HUMAN CONNECTION WHATSOEVER. PERSISTANT RESEARCH WILL PROVIDE THE KEY." GIBSON SAYS SOME OF 
THE ORIGINAL PATENT IDEAS HAVE BEEN LEFT OUT OF THE PRACTICAL CIRCUIT DIAGRAM APPEARING IN THE JUNE, '56 ISSUE OF ASTOUNDING SCIENCE 
FICTION. CLAIRVOYANTS CHANNEL PLAUSIBLE PYRAMID INFORMATION... BRYSIS BUCHANAN, OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA ON SEPTEMBER 10, 1974 SAID 
WHILE BRINGING THROUGH THE VOICE OF IN-AWSHU, A HIGHER DIMENSIONAL INTELLIGENCE: "THE PYRAMID AWAITS YOUR APPROACH. IT FULFILLS 
PART OF THE PLAN IN YOUR PLANETARY LIVES. AN OPENING WILL BE FOUND IN THE NEXT YEAR AND A HALF. IT'S TIME TO PREPARE FOR THE CHANGE 
OF THIS EARTH SCHOOL BY A RAISING OF THE GLOBAL VIBRATIONS. A GREAT MESSAGE IS WAITING TO BE HEARD. OTHERS WILL TRANSMIT. THIS IS 
THE TIME TO HELP HUMANITY AND SAVE THE EARTH. THERE ARE MANY SOULS INVOLVED..." A PYRAMID DEEP INSIDE EACH OF YOU. ■■ ELIZABETH 
BACON, OHIO THEOLOGIAN AND DOCTOR OF METAPHYSICS LATER CHANNELLING A HIGHER, INTERDIMENSIONAL INTELLIGENCE WHILE IN TRANCE AT THE 
REGENT FESTIVAL OF ESOTERIC SCIENCES AT LONG ISLAND, N.Y. AUGUST 29, 1975, SPOKE THE FOLLOWING: "THE TRIANGLE PRESENTS THE THREE ES
SENCES FROM ABOVE. THE TRIANGLE OF LIGHT IS POWER IN THE PYRAMID THAT THOU CANST SEE ... SENSE THE TRIANGLE, THE DEEP PYRAMID WITH
IN EACH OF YOU. THOU ART THE TRIANGLE WHICH IS THE ESSENCE OF INFINITY FLOWING FORTH WITH GRACE, WISDOM AND LOVE; ALL WOVEN INTO 
ONE, LIKE A GARMENT IN THE SUN... THE CRYSTAL IS A GENTLE FLOW OF PURITY, ESSENCE AND POWER; LIGHT REFLECTED AND LIGHT REFLECTING IN 
THIS HOUR, AN ESSENCE BEYOND WORDS. THE CRYSTAL TUNES INTO THE HARMONY OF THE SEED OF THE PINEAL GLAND," SAID MS. BACON, "IT WAS 
BROUGHT TO BRING FORTH ENERGIES, POWERS AND BALANCE TO THE SOUTHERN PART OF ATLAN (AN ATLANTIAN ISLAND)... THUS IT WAS APPOINTED BY 
SEVERAL PRIESTS, TAKEN FOR THE PURPOSE AND MAGNETIZED TO BRING GREAT REVELATION; FOR IT WAS KNOWN AND SPOKEN OF IN THE ORACLE BY THE 
ANCIENT PRIESTS... SO THAT AT A LATER DATE THERE COULD BE A RETURN OF THE ATLANTEAN CONSCIOUSNESS, when the time is right. THE CRYS
TAL HAS BEEN REVEALED BECAUSE OF THE PRESENT TIME OF THE NEW AGE. THE CHILDREN OF MEN ARE AWAKENING TO THE SPACES THAT EXPAND CON
SCIOUSNESS. THE CRYSTAL IS A COMMUNICATOR." ' MORE CONFIRMATION ON THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DR. RAY BROWN'S GREAT CRYSTAL FIND IN THE AT
LANTIC. ■■ IN ANSWER TO DR. BROWN'S QUESTION IN A CHANNELLING SESSION WITH IRENE RUCINSKI, TALENTED PSYCHIC FROM MICHIGAN, ON AUGUST 
30TH, 1975, AGAIN AT THE LONG ISLAND FESTIVAL, MRS. RUCINSKI BROUGHT THROUGH IN REPLY... "THE CRYSTAL IN YOUR POSSESSION IS A COM- 
MUNICATIVE DEVICE REACHING ALL PEOPLE ON YOUR PLANET." THE INTELLIGENCE SPEAKING THROUGH HER ADDED: "THERE ARE CERTAIN ENTITIES OF 
HIGH CONSCIOUSNESS YOU MAY REACH HERE AND IN OTHER DIMENSIONS, AND ON OTHER PLANETS, AND THEY HAVE BEEN WAITING EONS FOR CONTACT... 
NOW IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO BRING FORTH THIS HIGHER KNOWLEDGE AND THE WISDOMS OF THOSE IN MUCH HIGHER, EVOLVED STATES THAN YOU NOW 
ENJOY. MANY ON EARTH ARE READY FOR THESE COMMUNICATIONS. ENERGY FIELDS HAVE BEEN STIMULATED TO REACH HUMAN BRAINS READY TO RECEIVE 
AND READY FOR THE GOOD CHANGE AT HAND." RAINBOW-HUED, PLASTIC PYRAMID.■■ A THIRTY-TWO FOOT TALL, MULTI-COLORED, PLASTIC PYRAMID 
WAS RECENTLY DISPLAYED NEAR HYATT REGENCY, IN JUSTIN HERMAN PLAZA, AT THE FOOT OF MARKET STREET IN SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA BY THE 
ARICA INSTITUTE. THE TEMPORARY STRUCTURE SERVED AS AN ART GALLERY DURING ITS SHORT LIFE IN THE PLAZA AREA. A MANY FACETED, GLASS 
PYRAMID. ■ ■ ADORNS THE HIGH CEILING OF THE NEW YORK METROPOLITAN MUSEUM. SOLAR AND CELESTIAL LIGHTS CAN BEAM THROUGH TO ILLUMINATE 
THE LEHMAN COLLECTION DISPLAYED THERE. MAGNETO MAGNETIC ENERGY IN LIEU OF CHEMICALS.■■ STIMUIJ\TES SEED GROWTH, IMPROVED GERMIN- 
ATION TIME, PROTEIN, OI LS, FATS, SURFACE PLANT TOP SOIL GROWN AND ROOT PLANT PRODUCTS1. . . HAS NOW REACHED A STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT SO 
REFINED THAT A MACHINE IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR THIS USE. ENERGY MEASURES ARE NOW UNDER PRODUCTION AND DEVELOPMENTS DR. ALBERT ROY DAVIS 
RESEARCH LABORATORY, 520 MAGNOLIA AVE, GREEN COVE SPRINGS, FLA. (904) 284-5474, USING GRAIN TO MANUFACTURE FUELS TO OPERATE CARS, 
MOTORS AND FARM MACHINES; MACHINERY OF ALL TYPES INCLUDING POWER GENERATORS. DR. DAVIS' DISCOVERIES OFFER THE POSSIBILITIES OF LARGER 
AND MORE FREQUENT CROP YIELDS, MORE PROTEIN AND CHLOROPHYLLIN CONTENT, HEALTHFUL AND MORE NOURISHING HARVESTS. THE BRAZILIAN GOVERN
MENT IS APPARENTLY OPEN TO THIS AREA OF RESEARCH LOOKING TOWARD THE AGRODOLLAR AS A SUPERIOR CURRENCY IN CONTRAST TO THE PETRODOLLAR. 
OTHER NATIONS ALSO HOPE TO PRODUCE FUELS FROM'GRAINS, IN FACT, USING A GROWING FOOD PRODUCTION AS THEIR INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL 
CURRENCY. ALBERT ROY DAVIS AND WALTER C. RAWLS, JR. TOGETHER HAVE AUTHORED TWO EXTRAORDINARY BOOKS ENTITLED: "THE MAGNETIC EFFECT" 
AND "MAGNETISM AND ITS EFFECT ON THE LIVING SYSTEM" BOTH AVAILABLE FROM THE PYRAMID GUIDE BOOK CATALOG @ $6.00 AND $8.00 RESPECT- 
IVELY. THESE BOOKS ARE HAILED BY OPEN-MINDED SCIENTISTS AND RESEARCHERS AS A MONUMENTAL CONTRIBUTION TO A NEW UNDERSTANDING OF MAG
NETISM IN THIS CENTURY. PYRAMIDS ON MARS.■■ ALSO IN THE ’GUIDE'S BOOK CATALOG @ $6.95 A PHOTOGRAPH OF PYRAMID APPEARING MOUNTAINS 
ON MARS AND AN INTERESTING"CHARTER ON DOWSING ENERGIES AND PYRAMIDS FEATURING BILL COX'WORK AND HIS THEORIES ON DOWSING FORCE-FIELDS".

"THE GUIDE TO PYRAMID ENERGY" BY BILL KERRELL AND KATHY GOGGIN.

Magie Mirror—{continued from page 1)
a border Station. Two more men on foot overtake him. There is a brief struggle. Due to the low camera angle it 
Zooms in on a raised hand silhouetted against the sky above the distant roofline. In this instant the action 
freezes.; the motion picture becomes a still picture. The experimenter awakens with the frozen image of the sil
houetted hand still visible to him. He lies still, eyes closed in the darkened room. He feels the bed under him. 
He hears the television sounds from another room, perhaps the Inspiration for his dream. He is awake. He had been 
asleep and dreaming. He reflects upon these facts and is sure of them. .He can also see the last scene of his dream 
as a retinal after-image. He had previously spent years studying retinal after-images. He knows they are produced 
in the eye by the action of light on the visual purple dye in the retina, the sensitive tissue covering the rear 
half of the inside of the eyeball. But the room was dark, and his eyes had been closed for hours. Even if his eyes 
had been open in a lighted room it wouldn't explain how the image appeared on his retina, because the image was of 
something he had seen in the dream. It didn’t exist in reality. Visual purple dye. do es however exist in reality. 
It takes energy to bleach it. Where could the energy have come from? The image only existed before in the dream 
before it reached his eyes. The dream was in his mind. Whether the mind is in the brain, or is the brain, or 
merely communicates with the brain remains debatable, but appears to be the only way available for energy to reach 
the retina, once we eliminate the usual ingress of light through the lens, iris, etc., is via the optic nerve from 
the brain. This creates the assumption that the optic nerve is a two-way Street, that nerve impulses can travel 
from the brain to the eye as well as from the eye to the brain. This is a practical hypothesis, for if the optic 
nerve is not a two-way Street it is unique; all other nerves in the body carry impulses both ways.
So we have in conclusion an explanation: Images arising in the mind can be sent by the brain to the eye via the op
tic nerve. And these images are the "nothing" that the magic mirror is designed to reveal! These are not just 
dream images, but higher sensory perceptions; clairvoyance, precognition, mediumship, etc... in fact, all subject- 
ive experiences may manifest through the use of this device.
Modern, space-age Science has produced a Magic Mirror, or Occult Television Set. The technical name for the device 
is the ALYCHNAE, or Subconscious Visualization Chamber. Alychnae means "locus of zero luminosity" and is a mathe- 
matical abstraction discovered by the great physicist, Dr. Erwin Schrödinger. Different people usually see different 
things when using the Magic Mirror. This isn't hard to understand. Various people will sometimes see the same thing 
at the same time, and this is a little harder to explain away. What about the old fairy tale? Mirror, mirror on the 
wall...? One experimenter tried.it;( can you imagine talking to a mirrored device not ordinarily connected to a hu
man being?). It answered. Words appeared, visible to two witnesses!
The ALYCHNAE can now be used to view the Aura without expensive and hazard equipment as used in Kirlian photography. 
The ALYCHNAE is a development of the Inner Planes Company, a sunsidiary of I.P.C., a Nevada Corporation, and is 
available to scientists and investigators in the para-scientific field for study and experimentation a
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(Conclusion)

As the experiment progressed, we all 
becarne aware of the precise location of a 
four-foot high, meditation pyramid pre- 
viously set up in the livingroom. The 
pyramid always acted like a beacon in the 
dark. We often gathered inside — all eight of 
us — in unorthodox patterns, lying side-by- 
side, criss-cross, a few in sitting position, 
never crowding, but always with a deep 
sense of awareness of our neighbors and 
mutual comradery Jean-Claude said we 
couldn’t have arranged ourselves so well 
inside the pyramid if we had been able to 
see. I learned to eat blindfolded; often 
bringing up an empty fork to my mouth. We 
slept all night with eyes covered and awaken- 
ed to a new day minus ordinary sight. It was 
a moving experience as you can imagine.

Ah, what joy we found on the beach, the 
concluding night of the experiment. We were 
asked if we could taste the sea, All believed 
they could. We had already learned the 
ocean’s rhythms and song, its cosmic 
language. Jean-Claude asked us to look 
upward and our faces were directed to a 
point in the sky. In unison the blindfolds 
came off. There we beheld the glorious light 
of a crescent moon, radiating its light down 
upon us, before the backdrop of a blinking, 
gleaming, starry world. The cosmos spoke to 
us in new ways, that night. BILLCOX

DALLAS FESTIVAL A GRAND SUCCESS
Dr. Douglas Baker’s 4th International Festival of 

Yoga and Esoteric Science held at the North Park 
Inn, Daiias, Texas, July 4th to 13th included ten 
days of concentrated Alice Bailey study. Many in- 
teresting Speakers were there: astrologers, pal- 
mists, healers, conducting workshops on various 
subjects.

Dr. Ray Brown, written up in the July Pyramid 
Guide, appeared with his crystal found in the Ber
muda Triangle. We feit the energy from it and there 
were many questions as to its purpose and 
whether it should have been removed from the 
undersea pyramid. Edgar Cayce predicted the 
Temple of Poseidia could be located near Bimini 
and will be one of the first parts of Atlantis to arise. 
We all wondered if the pyramid Dr. Brown disco- 
vered was part of it.

Brenda Selby-Johnston, from England, gave 
several interesting healing workshops and we all 
practiced feeling the energy from the solar-plexus, 
the most active center in man since the times of 
Atlantis, and the seat of many Problems.

Mrs. Richard Morrow, “Bridie Murphy”, was 
there and told about her regression to that incarna- 
tion. Cleve Backster brought his plant charts and 
spoke on the Psychology of Plants. Another who 
spoke on his work with plants through the crystal 
was Marcel Vogel, and we all mentally entered a 
plant through his crystal. It was a most interesting 
experiment.

Komar, Vernon Craig, performed his fire-walk 
again and I wondered how many realized the 
higher States of consciousness required to per- 
form this feat. Vernon told me he was already fast- 
ing and preparing himself for the ordeal. He makes 
it such a fun thing. People aren’t aware of this 
man's abilities. His fire-walk was the highlight of an 

MARCEL VOGEL RESPONDS TO THE
CAMERA OBSCURA EXPERIMENT
Marcel Vogel, brilliant scientist responsible for 
discovery of luminous paint and phosphors mak
ing the semi-daylight seeing conditions possible in 
the “night telescope” and noted man plant com- 
municator, written up in the recent best seller The 
Secret Life of Plants, makes some observations in 
a taped interview with Jackie Green, San Jose, 
Calif. television commentator.

Both Marcel and Miss Green were psychically 
and mentally involved in the experiment, each in a 
different way. Marcel came into the experiment 
sometime after it was underway, unannounced, 
holding at different times, a crystal and lapis lazuli, 
using them as sending and receiving devices at 
telepathic levels. He also employed certain breath- 
ing techniques enabling him to feel pulsations in 
the mineral-world objects. Thus he was able to 
release energies while focusing one or the other 
device upon the mind of a blindfolded, selected 
subject. Miss Green, with Bill Kerrelle and Bill Cox 
of Los Angeles, all acknowledged the immediate 
presence of Marcel’s contact.

“I sensed that Bill Cox was then in a fantasy-like 
state of consciousness due to his wilful act of sen- 
sory privation,” says Vogel. The part of the body 
mechanism (in the nervous System) has a mind of 
its own,” he goes on. “When one part of the body’s 
vehicles is interferred with it has to affect the 
whole. The body we see as physical is only a mic- 
roscopic manifestation of thefuller, greater human 
expression. One’s entire sense of reasoning and 
balance is affected when one deliberately tries de- 
privation,” he adds. “It’s dangerous to play games 
with expanded States of consciousness. We must 
respect and learn to live with our available vehi
cles, whatever their development. Thank God for 
the gift of these eyes, these hands, expressions of 
my higher seif.”

Marcel goes on to say that if we are to expand 
our consciousness and grow spiritually we 
shouldn’t have to blindfold the eyes. “We should 
look outward in a loving way and perceive the 
beauty of life forms and all nature around us,” he 
explains.

Vogel says he is able with visualizations to take 
groups of people inside the iiving Systems of 
plants or trees in a matter of moments. “I act as the 
guide, and we do it without any application of sen- 
sory privation,” he adds. Marcel feels that people 
with a history of physical or mental problems 
should by all means avoid anything like the Cam
era Obscura experiment. He believes the deep ex
periences associated with the workshop can result 
in dangers to some of the participants. “I recognize 
the group’s effort to help people and respect these 
efforts,” he concludes.

Jackie and Marcel wind up the tape interview by 
sending their love with Jackie noting the integrity 
and intent of the Camera Obscura. (ed. note: One 
participant particularly had a negative reaction fol- 
lowing the experiment; others had mixed feelings 
and a variety of unique or unexpected responses). 
evening where everyone dressed as he or she feit 
they had been in past life, or would be in the future. 
There were many interesting and lovely costumes 
and it was a joyous evening.

On occult wisdom, Dr. Baker was an outstanding 
Speaker and gave many talks. His lectures on the 7 
Rays are particularly interesting. Tony Fisichella, 
who organized the Long Island Festival for Dr. 
Baker, Aug. 22nd to 31st, gave a marvelous talk on

THE CRYSTAL AS A TELEPATHIC, COM- 
MUNICATIVE DEVICE. Marcel Vogel, San Jose, 
Calif. Chemist, and alchemist, transmits and re- 
ceives intelligent vibrations, interposing his 
dear quartz crystal in mind to mind, mind with 
plant communication experiments. Vogel, a 
front-runner in parapsychological search is a 
populär Speaker in the U.S.A.

MIND AND MATTER ARE ONE
In an experiment repeated eight times over, Mar
cel Vogel was able to focus his mind on his own 
heart chakra (sanskrit for wheel, an etheric coun- 
terpart of his physical heart, according to esoteric 
beliefs), and reproduce its image in measure upon 
an unexposed plate, via the some 80 plus year-old 
technique of thoughtography.

The test was set up with two glass plates loaded 
into a de La Warr, Mark IV camera outside London, 
England. One plate was a calibrated reference with 
a crystal pyramid placed above. Marcel’s intelli
gent visualization brought (psychic) energy issu- 
ing forth from his mind to bring his mental image 
upon a previously sensitized plate.

Parabolic reflectors and a magnetic coil helped 
produce the phenomenon; basically a holog- 
raphic, Photographie principle. A pendulum was 
used by another participant in the experiment be- 
forehand to determine the value (osciilation) rate 
at 14 with a 12 second exposure time. Marcel Vogel 
became a human tuning device in the test. The 
pendulum operator also pegged a five minute de- 
veloping period.

Additional phenomena occurred before a suita- 
ble print could be made in the dark room. In the 
course of the eight tries, a witness was used (often 
a sample of the participant’s saliva, a lock of hair or 
etc.) and each successive exposure produced a 
better defined, clearer image of Vogel’s heart 
chakra.
the 7 planes of consciousness. Rev. Russell 
Whitesell was well received, and I was privileged 
to speak on the sixth sub-race children coming in.

It was a beautiful Convention and the tops of all 
metaphysical conventions, in my opinion. There 
were many other interesting Speakers beyond 
mentioning, and a great learnlng experience for all 
concerned.

Elaine Peick, Laguna Niguel, California



DearBiu: BEUTLICH' SPIN SETS
Endosed is the copy of the Spin Set drawings. 

What really struck me was the compiete beauty of the 
symmetry. This represents a three dimensional model 
of the Etheric Plane based on the periodic table of the 
Ist, or Physical plane. The individual pair a figure 
eight, but at some angle to the first to form a three 
dimensional dumbell.

While this may be pretty, there is / believe a more 
realistic mode! for a physical shape, it is in the form of 
a DNA molecule or twisted spiral of four rods, one for 
each Spin Set. The third level has to couple to the 
second at right angles, i.e.: (electronic wave theory) 
hence has postulated a fourth level energizing the third 
and so on up the ladder to the 7th. Just how this is 
going to be laid out is not dear at this time since the 
model of the second level or the Etheric must conform 
to energizing the first and receive energy from the 
third or Astral level. The Figure eight's of the above 
drawings do not at this point yield a good model for 
coupling 3rd to 2nd — wave mechanics.

One interesting note is that if you take the Figure 
Eight Dumbell and turn it partially inside out, you end 
up with a sphere which couid look a great deal like 
C.W. leadbeater's 'The Ultimata Physical Atom' or 
Anu,in his book Occult Chemistry, Plate 2 of edition 
2. There are ten whorls, the four sets of two, make 
eight, but he shows only seven minor whorls.. As 
Gallimore*explained to me at the Conference, the eight 
are really seven, because the eight is a harmonic of the 
next spectrum's beginning. This leaves unaccounted, 
for the time being, the three major whorls.

Also, the Spin Set drawing has only two compiete 
turns per figure eight, and we need 2'Z turns on the 
outside and 2F> turns on the inside for a total of 5 
turns for the 'Ultimata Atom.'???

There is a possibility that if / shift the spin of 
element No. 1 90 degrees with respect to atom No. 2 
in the first spin set that you can get 2% turns, thus 
accounting for the inductance of free space. Likewise, 
if the next set, we lead one element's spin ahead by 90 
degrees we create capacitance and get 2’/s turns — that 
is really a mind blower!

Thus, this mechanism can account for the 
Parameters of free space's propagation Constants.

Robert E. BeutUch, Chicago, III.

(‘Jerry Gallimore, President of the American Radio- 
nics Congress.)
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THOUGHTOGRAPHY, AND AMAZING DE
MONSTRATION. .. This is a sideview photo of 
Marcel Vogel’s heart chakra, (etheric energy 
center), produced on an unexposed plate, with 
Marcel concentrating on the chakra forty feet 
away from the de La Warr camera. Thought pic
ture was made in England, May 1974.

Pecw. M/t. Cox
. . . you might be ZnZexested to know I experimented with pyramids owe/t appEet — with 
o. conZxoE appEe oEongitde. it wotn'Z. a pupet teienZifie experimenZ but intexesting Zn 
Ztp xePuEZt. The test began Zn September and Ewsted through the tchooZ yeax. We had 
to thxow out the contxoE appEe Zn Febxuaxy, bat the other. appEe beneath the pyxamid 
eontZnued to tZowEy dehydxate. I want to advance to someZhing a EZttEe more eomp.Ei.ea- 
ted than appEeP, Po maybe a Zargen pynamtd wiZZ pxovide the means. tincereZy, Unp. AL 
Jansen, lUaZZa (ilaZEa, Washington.

Veax. Biü,
So yoa pZan to be at the Great Pynamtd. Slay the Lord and Londs of HosZs be iv-ith you, 
and youx. paxty during the spreng ZrZp.
The xZddZe 0(j the Sphinx Zp soEved a.nd the seaEs of the book of neveEatZoM bnoken. 
The Ptoxy 0(5 the Sun God, and the stoxy of the Son of God axe one and Zhe tarne. The 
pyxamZdt Mete buiZZ Zn the fEood pexiod. The. AtZantean-s buZEded the. Sphinx and. pyxa- 
mZd about 10,538 years ago, at the pxtme mezidian-- the EatZZude ( - ) and the EongZ- 
tude ( 1 ), a pEaee to start fxom + the center of the pnime on oxZgZnat cxots. The 
tphinx hop the body o<j a Eton and the head of a vingZn -- on VIRGO, the 5Zh sign of 
the zodZae.
When Zhe BibZe Ptatet. . . 1 caZZed my ton out of Egypt aZone dEd the Geixt obtain the 
true EZght, and handed ZZ down to ut, and fxom Zhe pynamtd came out modern Fxematon- 
ny on Xesutnection and XenewaZ of LZfe. Fxom Egypt, we have aZZ that Zx extant of 
AstroEogy. it makes one who tZudZet AstxoZogy aZmost to concEude it aZZ to be the 
handiwoxk of Zite AZmZghty. So pexfeat it the Zaw, Zn perfect unZxon Zn atZ parts, 
and poZntx. in th.is tempZe thexe wat no tound of iton on any metaZ ZooZ. Evexything 
fitted ZZke Zhe wonk of jehovah. The AUU-nZpoZent, AUM-niscZent and AUM-nZpnetent 
axe Zn evZdence Zhnoughaut.
The fEood that desZxoyed AZZanZis and .the greater part of Zhe civiEized wonZd is fone- 
cast Zn Zhe next wonZd, when the tun Zn the gneaZ zodZae patter .through capnZeonnup to 
tagZZZarZut -- Zn about 8,000 yeaxp. The Pun patter through the tZgnt of Zhe zodZae, 
and nemaZnt Zn each tZgn over. Zwo-Zhoutand yeaxp, whZZ.e Zhe earth and other pEanett 
are movZng, eonttZtuZZng Zhe Eom of evoEuZZon. Tluix ratzet man fxom Zhe itate at a 
tEeepZng touZ (aZomt fxom Zhe earZh.} through evoEutton and neZncarnatZon-- Zhxough vege- 
tatZon and anZmat. EZfe to moxe wonthy ttatez Zn SpZr.it LZfe. in there ptoeettep of 
zodZaeaE ZnfEuence we now experZenee. Each two-thourand yeaxp bringt genexab, dZf- 
feXenZ condZZZont.
The noxth ttax wat over the Great PynamZd when ZZ war buZEt. The. tZonei cry out. . . 
they tpeak at a eontroE fEame, at a mZddEe tun on EZght. The pynamtd Zt an aEZar 
unto Zhe tun, a perpetuaE AL-Tau, and monument buEEZ. exactby on Zhe eeEZptZc. The 
GneaZ PynamZd't apex poZntx heaveiward on whZch Zhe tun, Zn ZZp tZreng.th at hZgh noon 
netZp, and cxownt the gteat monument wZZh a centnaE, EZvZng fZne. it Zt ZruEy an 
aEZar of ttonep to the Lord of HotZt Zn the mZdrt of Zhe Zand of Syria, at the four 
coxnext of Zhe earth; fon the GneaZ. PynamZd, Zn ZZp angZet and base nepnetenZt the 
cardZnaZ poZnts and the penfect tquane of the ciJtcZe. The govetnon and kZngt of aZZ. 
the HotZt Zn the toZar ryrtemr, and of aZZ Zhe Zmmente HotZs of wonZdt upon woxZdt, 
Zhe ZnnumexabEe. tunt aaZZed fZxed ttart axe eomputed Zn ZheZr nurnber at 1 1 8,000,000 
pexcetved through ZeZescopZc vZtZon. They axe Zoo far away to tee. dZitZnctty wZZh 
the mott, powenfut teEescopet.. . manZfextZng as mZEEZont upon mZZEcons around Zhe 
focut of Zhe AEmZghty One, Zhe- SouE of the miZvente. The aZE-teeZng eye, Centers 
whexe aEZ HotZt xevoZve around ZZ once eveny 25,920 yeaxp. AZ~the tarne time, every 
pZanet, ttax and tun pattes through each tZgn of Zhe zodZae. The pynamZd Zp a VZvZne 
tccence fxom whZch we can aZZ Zearn.. . i have PtudZed HZ.ndu AetnoZogy ( CotmZc 
SpZrctuaEZpm] fox about twenty-fZve yeaxp, and am a docton Zn thZp VZvZne ScZence, 
and a membex of the woxEdwZde affZEZaZed, American EedexatZon of AptxoEogenp. Voun 
pZan to vtpZt Egypt and expZoxe ZZp mystenieP thut touched a beautZfuE pEace Zn my 
heanZ, Fxaneet GaxEey, Lueexne VaEZey, CaZZf.
Veax BZEE,
Ole.am a tound and EZght theatne Zn UZamZ, vexy ZnZexetZed Zn PynamZd Energy. Ole nead 
about Zhe PynamZd Guide in Zhe Hew Age JouxnaZ, and ZZ toundt exeiXing. LUMONiCS (out 
thing) it a tpace devoted to .Eight and tound. These axe the "New Age" tooEs used to 
create a muZtZ-dimensZonaZ experience.
The Lumoniet ConcerZ empZoyt Eight teulptuxe, painZZng, high energy quadraphonie tound, 
Eater and EumZnaZ art pxojection. These. eEemenZs axe brought ZogeZhen to fox a singEe 
ZnstnumenZ-- used to naipe the EeveZ of seif awareness. PeopZe Eounge comfoxtabEy within 
a space suxxounded by EumZnaZ eonstxuctZons and EZght paintings.
Concexts axe hetd on SaZundayt aZ 10 p.m. Admission Zt $6.00 The Lumoniet it designed 
to hoZd onZy forty peopEe -- maliing xesexvations necestaxy. The ZocatZon .it 355 N.E. 59 
Texxace, MZamZ, FEorZda. PhoneP: 759- 1 31 2 on 757-59 20 
liaxxy RaphaeE c/o Lumoniet.

Veax BZEZ,
Not being a mZEk dxinkex, I find i need a smaZE amount oeaaPioncMy fox othex puEpotet. 
i had been thxowing out a tmaZZ caxton of souxed mZEk evexvy Zwo on three weeks, then i 
found a pxaciicab appZZcation of Zhe. pyxamid.
i xecenZZy made a 6" pyxamid fxom a shirt boaxd and now keep the modeE over my miEk cax
ton in the xefnigexaton. So fax, the East h haZf pint i bought ovex two months ago Zs 
i-tZEZ fneth and sweet, ( had some yeptexday on fxesh stxawberriep ). Ai Thomas, Chicago.

Readers, please note: The Pyramid Guide weteomes att Fetters of inquiry or research 
findings. Though space is limited, we strive to cover a wide spectrum of pyramid gems.

SpZr.it
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MYSTERIOUS SPIRAL ... found at Tumbaco, near 
Tuito, Ecuador. See article (this page) by Ancient 
Mediterranean Research Association Director, 
Maxine Asher.

GOLD OF THE GODS IN ECUADOR?
by Dr. Maxine Asher, Director-A.M.R.A.

AN INCA FORTRESS ... Recently photographed 
on archeological expedition at Cuenca, Ecuador, 
by Maxine K. Asher, Ph.D. of Westwood, California.

Is Erich Von Daniken correct in placing the Gold of the Gods in Ecuador? Are there really gold plates in the Caves of Tayos in the 
Southern part of Ecuador, which contain records of a lost civiHzation—undoubtedly Atlantis or Lemuria? This was my mission during 
July and August of this year when I flew to Ecuador to investigate the Claims made by Von Daniken in his recent books.
There is no doubt that Ecuador is probably the ancient treasure ehest of the world. Remains of the Valdivian culture of the Southern 
coast of Ecuador near Guayaquil dateto 3200 B.C., and look remarkably Egyptian in their characteristics. Eighty-Seven yearold Padre 
Crespi of Cuenca showed me inscribed gold plates from his collection which he Claims are 60,000 years old. Crespi, while 
acknowledging the great antiquity of his collection, isalso quick to say that Von Daniken never entered the Cavesof Tayos, which fact 
was confirmed by Olga Fisch, para-archaeologist and antiquities specialist of Quito.
In my own diggings in Ecuador, I uncovered some remarkable prelncaartifacts, as well asa large numberof early sites, which indicate 
that man trod the Ecuadorian soil as early as 10,000 B.C. or even earlier in our prehistory. Whetherthe gold ofthe Gods is in Ecuador 
cannot yet be ascertained the boundlesstreasures of that country, as well as their dose relationship to the Egyptian culture, should be 
the focus for major research and active exploration in the future.

From Jeffrey J. Gluck, Tucson, Arizona, Sculptor, . . Dear Mr. Cox: We are subscribers to the Pyramid Guid.e and follow 
with interest all the articles regarding your Dowsing. We have been using our own Dowser for about seven months. After 
little success with the pendulum ( I think it was too heavy ), we ma.de our own rod. after the A.urameter design using a 
ballbearing for a weight, a bronze welding rod. with spirals towa.rd the handle which is a wood.en dowel inside an aluminum 
sleeve, We have been following the Dowsing work of Professor William Tiller of Stanford. It is a very fine feedback 
tool for the work/experiments we have been doing with energy phenomena— pyramid.s, orgone accumulators and. human ener
gies. It is our goal to learn how to Dowse for water and the energy currente and "power spots" of the earth. We have 
the Verne Cameron Dowsing books purchased. through your cata.log. We intend to make Dowsing our major project in the near 
future.
We were recently on the west coast and tried to contact you but you weren't in, but we went to Fallbrook, Calif. and. ex~ 
perienced. Dr, Derald Langhorn's GEllESA hormony crystals at the Langhorn home. Unfortunately Dr. Langhorn wasn't in, but 
Mrs. Langhorn sa.id you had Dowsed. the area. We were pa.rticulo.rly interested. in your method of determining a. "power spot" 
and. specifically your method. of determining a spot at which energy came d.own from the Cosmos as opposed. to another where 
energy comes up from the earth. Also Mrs. Langhorn mentioned a nature spot which is not intend.ed. for humans, but rather 
for plant a.nd anima.l life, We've never heard of this type of site.
Our mo.in interest is in d.etermining locations for structures — each with its function — living, healing, meditation, 
ect. We are familiär with the English ley System a.nd. Feng Shui but wonder if you can direct us to Information rego.rd.ing 
these power locations which you a.re alle to find. and. Interpret.
DEAR JEFFREY, I WILL BE WRITING ABOUT THIS APPROACH TO DOWSING BASED ON THE ANCIENT SCIENCE OF GEOMANCY WITH A COMPLETE
LY COMPATABLE SENSING TECHNIQUE BY MEANS OF KNOWLEDGE REVEALED THROUGH THE "SPIRITUAL SCIENCES." THE ARTICLES 0N GEOMAN
CY, THE SPIRITUAL SCIENCES, VOICE TAPE PHENOMENA AND A FEW OTHER ITEMS SLATED FOR THIS ISSUE WERE PARTICULARLY DELAYED 
FOR PRESENTATION IN NEAR FUTURE ISSUES TO BRING THE MAGIC MIRROR ARTICLE OUT AT THIS TIME. ONE ASPECT OF YOUR INQUIRY IS 
CERTAIN TO BE ANSWERED IN MY FOURTH DIMENSION REACHOUT COLUMN. IT CONCERNS THE CONCEPT OF MAINTAINING A "WILD GARDEN." 
I LEARNED ABOUT THIS THROUGH PETER CADDY AND ONE OF HIS GARDENERS AT FINDHORN, SCOTLAND. IT IS EXPLORED IN GREATER DE
TAIL IN THE WRITINGS OF THAT GREAT BEING, RUDOLF STEINER AND THE REMARKABLE RESEARCHER, THEODOR SCHWENK. I PERSONALLY 
SET ASIDE AN AREA FOR A "WILD GARDEN" FOLLOWING THE FINDHORN VISIT AND CAN ATTEST TO THE EXTREMELY IMPROVED, GARDEN ENER
GY ACTIVITY USING THIS GROWING AND LAND MAINTENANCE CONCEPT. BILL COX
From Robert I. Bovee, of Canoga Park, Calif... Your publication is marvelous. I wonder why more emphasis isn't placed 
on measuring wavelengths with a BIOMETER instead of merely locating wavefronts. Great opportunities are being oVerlooked. 
DEAR ROBERT, WOULD YOU ELABORATE ON THE FOREGOING? THANK YOU, B.C.

ma.de
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NOW AVAILABLE — A portable do-it- 
yourself MEDITATION PYRAMID KIT 
now offered for sale with instructions by 
the Pyramid Guide. As power develops 
along ridges and corners without loss of 
energy minus panels, corners and cap- 
stone apex can be purchased as a unit. 
Buyer can secure lengths of 1/2” tubing 
at local härdware or plumbing shop, 
placing ends inside slots at corners to 
construct framework for desired height. 
Write for Meditation Pyramid Brochure, 
El Carlslo Publications, P.O. Box 1929 
Studio City, California, 92330

Phon® (213) 985-2574

PYRAMIDOLOGY |
For o listing of over 25 Pyramid Related <

Books and more than 30 Pyramid >
Products please send 2 stamps to; <•

PYRAMIDS J
8143 - PG Big Bend 5
St Louis, Mo. 63119 >

THE PYRAMID MATRIX ANTENNA SYSTEM 
IS HERE, FIRST TOTALLY NEW CONCEPT IN 
PYRAMID DESIGN, OFFERING PRE-CHARGED 
EXPANDABLE PYRAMID GRIDS FOR MODERN 
LIVING APPLICATIONS. INDIVIDUAL EXP- 
PANDABLE SIZES FROM 10" TO 20 FEET. 
FOR INFORMATION WRITE TO:

8222 Nestle Ave. 
RESEDA, CALIF. 91335

SPACE SCIENCE-UFO'S-EARTHSCIENCE

"SOLAR SPACE-LETTER" - "TRENDS"
A PUBLICATION

BLUE ROSE MINISTRY
P.O. BOX 622 
JOSHUA TREE, CALIF 

92252
THE NEW ATLANTEAN JOURNAL
UFO NEWS AND VIEWS ON A WORLDWIDE SCOPE. 
INDEPTH REPORTING ON PARANORMAL EVENTS. 
WE INVESTIGATE THE UNKNOWN, THE UNEX- 
PLAINED AND THE UNEXPLORED. $5.00 PER 
YEAR 5 $6.00 FOREIGN. JOAN O’CONNELL, 
EDITOR. SUBSCRIBERS WRITE: 9280-68TH 
AVE. NORTH, PINELLAS PARK, FLA. 33565

THE MAGNETIC EFFECT, (Davis-Rawls) A sei- 
entific presentaflon of the apphcaflons of magne
tism, and its profound humanltarian qualities. 
Hardbound @ $6.00.
MAGNETISM AND ITS EFFECTS ON THE LIVING 
SYSTEM. (Davis-Rawls) The authors-researchers, 
continue to present brand new, scientific dis
coveries while rediscovering the hidden meaning 
and potentials of the ancient Science of magnetism, 
its energy balancing and stimulating effects on or- 
ganisms and life forms. Hardbound @ $8.00.

PYRAMID FORM PRODUCES SUPER-PLANTS... 
3 C-60 cassefte tapes @ $5.95 each. "Gib" Milne, 
renowned, Toronto plant grower teils Bill Cox how 
he supercharges plants and Vegetation with pyra
mid energy- acupuncture and electroculture tech
niques; discoveries, monumental in scope, (see 
story in No. 18 July-August '75 Pyramid Guide 
Newsletter. Order c/o The Guide.

’YRAMID 
ENERGY

THE GUIDE TO PYRAMID 
ENERGY (Kerrell & Gog- 
gin) Over a decade of ex
periments and revealing 
facis graphically described 
by two of this country's 
leading pyramid energy re- 
searchers. Hardbound @ 
$6.95.
Box 1929, Studio City,

E6YPTIAN EXPEDITION RELUCTANTLY POSTPONED... THE ORIGINALLY 
PLANNED, CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY TRIP AND RESEARCH EXPEDITION TO 
EGYPT, THE GREAT PYRAMID, THE NILE AND SURROUNDING ANCIENT 
SITES HAS BEEN DELAYED UNTIL APRIL 30TH-MAY 15TH, 1976.POST- 
PONEMENT HAS BEEN NECESSARY TO ALLOW THE ANCIENT MEDITERRAN- 
EAN RESEARCH ASSOCIATION TIME TO GATHER SUFFICIENT DEPOSITS 
CAT LEAST BY DECEMBER IST, 1975) TO SECURE THE CHARTER AND 
EXPEDITIONARY ARRANGEMENTS. GET YOUR $200.00 DEPOSIT IN BY 
DEC. IST IF POSSIBLE. FOR FULL INFORMATION WRITE: A M R A 
PO BOX 99921, LOS ANGELES, CALIF. C213) 975-6373.

THE ORIGINAL CAMERON AU- 
RAMETER . . . world's most sensi
tive Dowsing Instrument . . . 
twenty years in its development, 
and an affective experimental 
Dowsing device. The AURAMETER 
is lifetime guaranteed against de- 
fects, worlcmanship assured . . . 
Over 4,500 in use throughout the 
worid today. The AURAMETER is 
a combination Water Compass, 
Weighing Device and Upright 
Pendulum. El Cariso Publications, 
sole manufaciurer @ $49.50 post- 
age paid. Write for free descrip- 
tive brochure, c/o Pyramid Guide.

A NIGHT IN ANCIENT EGYPT.•■ Come and share slides and a dis- 
oussion with experts. Learn about the planned 1976 EGYPTIAN 
EXPEDITION... with Bill Cox and Dr. Maxine Aeher,and other 
authorities on the anaient worid. * * * WHERE ARD WHEN:
NOVEMBER 20TH, 1975 AT 7:30 P.M. 1019 WESTGATE AVE. WEST 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90099 RSVP (213)973-6588 DONATION $2.00

PYRAMID ENERGY EXPERIMENTATION KIT. For amateur or Professional 
researchers. A practical, effective, Science lab set, with complete instruc
tions, 12" x 12" base, open frame pyramid, plus 6" base, heavy cardboard 
replica, brine shrimp, water preparation and food, seed Container, soil and 
planting trays, magnets and magnetic dust and compass. All for $10.95, 
includes postage, foreign add $1.00 for extra handling costs.

TRI-PYRAMID KIT. Three 6" x 6" base, cardboard pyramids, plus suggested 
tests, booklet and compass . . . ideal for sharpening, dehydration. preserva- 
tion, growing, sprouting, organic processing, color, sound and other interest
ing experiments, for the beginning researcher. @ $2,95 each.
SPECIAL: Three Kits for $7.95.

HERE AND NOW
HERE & NOW features: guide to New Age events.

► The Uni-Com Calendar — giving times, places, fees & descriptions 
of hundreds of classes, films, lectures & Services every month.

► Up-to-date reports on discoveries suppressed by the news media.
► A guide to organizations, counselors & teachers in your area. 

finest spiritual and scientific information in the psychic field.
SUBSCRIPTION FORM

CHINES
I n c.

One year (12 issues) $7.50
Canadian and Foreign Subscriptions $9.50

One year $6.50 prepaid ($ 7 if billed). Two years $11.50 prepaid ($12 billed). 
Foreign: $10 per year, prepaid. Payment enclcsed to: UNhCOM,
Box 11716-A, Palo Alto. Ca. 94306, U.S.A,

NAME

STREET
Name:
Address:

S täte —n-rrn --- ---------- _
Zip

CITY „ STATE ZIP
CHECK PAYABLE TO (Jinchic C/l’Krw

/ / Box 8606, Washington, D.C. 20011



CLEOPATRA'S NEEDLE, 

LONDON.

PYRAMID WITH NATURAL QUARTZ 
CRYSTAL “in place..This is a simu- 
lated representation of the (greater?) 
pyramid believed emerging from the 
Atlantic Ocean floor, with the tuaoi 
stone pulsating with light and 
mounted at its apex. Edgar Cayce 
spoke of a giant crystal once used by 
the Atlantean, High Priests to control 
cosmic energies to power Atlantean 
eitles and levitate their air and surface 
craft. Rev. Tony Benek, of Los 
Angeles, Calif., and others now Claim 
this phenomenon as very real in its 
existence.

SMOGROT—IN NEW YORK'S DECAYI'NG ATMOSPHÄRE...
CLEOPATRA'S NiEEDlLE BLOWING AWAY . . .

Brought to New York's Central Park from an estuary on the 
Nile in 1'881, the thinning, transplanted obslisk has lost nearly 
one-third of its hieroglyphic decor. Why? Researcher Miss Ellen 
E. Morrison of New York, provides some insights in upeoming 
Newsletter.

CLEVE BACKSTER... already a folk hero in the horticul- 
tural world diagrams his recent talk on primary cellular 
communication at the August ‘75, Fourth International 
Festival of Esoteric Sciences and Yoga held at 
Hempstead, Long Island, N. Y. Backster, scientist, re
searcher, author and master of (PGR) Psychogalvanic 
Reflex, and Polygraph, (sometimes referred to as the lie 
detector), pioneer in government work with witnesses 
and his innovative discoveries in man, mind to plant 
communication have brought him to leadership in these 
fields. His current research relates to the study of the 
Primary Perception Phenomenon in Cell Life. He is also 
featured in the best selling book “The Secret Life of 
Plants” by Peter Tompkins and Christopher Bird.

R. E. BEUTLICH’S PERIODIC TABLE, SPIN SETS. The lines frequently connect but uncoupling occurs as the four sets interweave. This is a three
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